Sit back, Relax & allow me to tell you a story!
A story of TRUST
A story of TRUTH
A story that started with a story of FEAR!
FEAR of not being good enough
FEAR of being seen
FEAR of people laughing at me
FEAR of being judged

BUT - we get to choose our story - we get to decide
I didn't know that, well I did, but didn't TRUST that TRUTH
On Winter Solstice on 21st December 2020 I decided to attend a sacred ancient site of Avebury Henge &
Stone Circles which is undoubtedly the most complex, of Britain's surviving Neolithic henge monuments
dating back from about 2850 BC
I hadn't planned this - I decided 2 days before.
I TRUSTED & I went there to find MY TRUTH
I FOUND IT!
I WAS TOLD!

"Vikki, You have been involved in Mayan Cosmology for years now and you know the main energies that
you carry through your life is:

TENACITY, DISCERNMENT & HEALING
You know that
You have stepped into that path
So WHY aren't you helping others more to step into
THEIR TRUTH
THEIR SOUL PATH??
YOUR LIGHT MISSION FOR 2021 is to:
Bring TRUTH into people's everyday consciousness
Aligning them with the harmony of our universe, the cycles of life
Aligning people to their TRUTH in the heart of the sky and the heart of the earth
Aligning people to their TRUTH in the business world & the spiritual world
With TRUST
Guiding them on theirs souls journey
You chose this mission, you chose to come to earth to do this!
You are and you have ALL what is needed
All the experiences
All the accomplishments
All the stories you haven't yet told
TRUST!
GUIDE!
and speak your truth and support others to do the same!"
HELP THEM!

I listened & I took action
Do You want to listen to your calling?
Find your TRUTH
TRUST?

JOIN US!

